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Ratio of excellent or advanced skilled engineers in manufacturing

1 in 3.3  employees (Daikin Industries, Ltd. Only)

Percentage of overseas bases where local nationals are presidents

43% (Overseas bases)

Frequency rate (shows frequency of occurrence of labor accidents)

1.01

CSR for Value ProvisionCSR for Value Provision

Human ResourcesHuman Resources

Policy

Respecting Individual Personalities and Values, and

Maximizing the Potential of Each Employee

Targets of CSR Action Plan 2020

For Daikin to realize sustainable growth, human resources are the most critical component

of these endeavors. 

Through initiatives focused on human resource development, ensuring diversity and

occupational safety and health, we aim to create an organization able to grow alongside

society that enables all employees to work actively with purpose and maximize their skills.

Fiscal 2020 Achievements

In terms of human resource development, we measure the degree to which employees

have grown in terms of manufacturing leadership abilities. In terms of diversity, we track

the appointment of local nationals as presidents at overseas bases. In terms of

occupational safety and health, we analyze the safety of operations at manufacturing

bases.
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Fostering Human Resources

Based on the belief that people

grow through work experience,

the Daikin Group develops

employee capabilities through

on-the-job training (OJT) and

other efforts.

Workplace Diversity

We strive for greater

organizational strength by

having a diverse range of

employees—all genders, ages,

nationalities, races, and levels of

occupational experience—

working to mutually understand

one another's distinct values.

Occupational Safety and

Health

With the goal of achieving a

"zero accident" workplace, we

place top priority on ensuring a

safe, healthy working

environment where employees

can work in peace of mind.

Work-Life Balance

We have a range of work systems

that allow employees to work

flexibly and have flexible

schedules.

Employee Evaluation and

Treatment

The Daikin Group offers "fairness

of opportunity and reward": a

workplace where employees are

rewarded for putting their

motivation to work and taking

every opportunity for success.

Labor Management

Relations

Because we believe that

cooperative labor management

relations are the foundation of

company management, we place

the utmost emphasis on equality

of labor and management as

well as mutual trust between

both sides.

Related information

Key Activities of Fiscal 2020: Human Resources—Enhancing Manufacturing Around the World by 

Training the Next Generation of Plant Operators

Key Activities of Fiscal 2019: Human Resources—Daikin's Unique Approach to Developing AI and 

IoT Human Resources for Driving Innovation

Key Activities of Fiscal 2018: Human Resources—Developing Human Resources to Promote the 

Spread of Air Conditioners in the Rapidly Growing Market of Vietnam

Key Activities of Fiscal 2017: Human Resources—Human Resource Development in the U.S.—

Growing with Local Communities

(Page 329) (Page 340) (Page 352) 

(Page 366) (Page 371) (Page 373) 

(Page 604) 

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/feature2019/04.html) 

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/feature2018/04.html) 

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/feature2017/04.html) 
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Human Resources

FOSTERING HUMAN RESOURCES

Basic Policy

Daikin believes that people grow through work experience and the cumulative growth of all group

members serves as the foundation for the group's development, as one of the principles of Our Group

Philosophy. With our fundamental human resources development based in OJT,*1 in which each person

is given the job and challenges most suitable to them according to their aptitude, we supplement OJT

with off-the-job training (Off JT),*2 such as the Daikin Leadership Development Program for executives

who will work on the front line of our business, overseas base practical training for fostering young,

globally-minded employees, and Daikin Information and Communications Technology College, internal

seminars aimed at fostering talents responsibility for technical development in the AI field. In addition,

we also provide opportunities for independent learning through language training and correspondence

courses.

Since fiscal 2015, we have been operating the Global Daikin Leadership Development Program to foster

local nationals who work in group management or who are managers at Daikin's overseas bases. Aimed

at all managers including managerial candidates, this training program teaches participants things like

Daikin's corporate culture and the group's unique management philosophy.

Employees learn and acquire the general knowledge, technical knowledge, skills, and commitment required of their

positions while performing their jobs.

Employees study outside of their current workplaces in order to acquire the knowledge and skills needed for their

jobs.
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Daikin Ales Aoya Global Training Center Daikin Eau De Ciel Tateshina Seminar House

Education Measures

Raising up Personnel through Work Experience to Take the World Stage

With the Group's business spreading worldwide, it is crucial that we train people to be leaders with the

management skills to guide employees with a diverse range of values in a common direction. 

Accordingly, Daikin conducts various forms of training at the following facilities.

We will continue to boost human resources, such as by boosting global recruitment, increasing the

number of inter-regional and international deployments, and creating competitive assessment and

reward systems, and facilitate mutual communications between divisions and bases.

Main Training Facilities

Daikin Ales

Aoya Global

Training

Center

Established in Tottori Prefecture in May 2008. 

In 2018, the facility was expanded for skills, technology, and service engineer training

functions. 

Serves multiple purposes, such as for managers training, technical and skills training,

and training camps for fostering globally competent human resources.

Daikin Eau

De Ciel

Tateshina

Seminar

House

In June 2014, a training facility was added to the employee recreation facility of Daikin

Industries, Ltd. in Nagano Prefecture in order to address the training needs for the

entire Group for building the skills of our employees. It is used as a venue for

overnight training camps and training.
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Education System
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Main Training Programs

New Employee

Training

Every year, new employees spend five nights and six days at the Daikin Ales Aoya global training

center in Tottori Prefecture, Japan.  

In fiscal 2020, the training camp itself was cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  

In the meanwhile, introductory training was conducted as a mix of online and at-home training

using IT tools, and in-person assembly at work. In June, the welcome ceremony as well as group

training and factory tour for learning the basics of manufacturing were conducted following

infection control protocols.  

Moreover, as a new initiative, we have launched the Feel the Connection program, whereby each

new employee is supported by a senior employee using IT tools. This program enables senior

employees to answer questions or concerns each new employee may have as well as have a

dialogue on how to approach work with the aims of fostering a sense of connection to the

company and its people.

Overseas Base

Practical

Training

To foster internationally minded employees who can lead our global business in future, we send

young employees to work at overseas bases for between one year and two years. 

Unlike other Daikin employees working overseas, these people take on practical work projects as

they cooperate with local dealers, suppliers, business partners, and universities, striving to think

outside the box, take on new challenges, and improve their abilities to communicate within

foreign cultures. 

Since the program started in fiscal 1999, a total of 318 employees have participated.

Global Training

Program for

Overseas

Personnel

Since fiscal 2015, we have held the Global Training Program in Japan to train young employees

from Daikin overseas bases. Training at Daikin Industries, Ltd., participants deepen their

understanding in areas such as Daikin technologies, quality, and production technologies, so that

they can lead Daikin's worldwide efforts at their respective overseas bases. 

A cumulative total of 33 trainees have taken this training between fiscal 2015 and 2019.

Work-Study

Programs in

Japan

Daikin sends young employees in Japan to universities in order to improve their technological

skills, acquire MBAs, widen their perspective, and build human resource networks. 

As of fiscal 2020, there were six Daikin employees studying at Toyota Technological Institute.

Daikin

Leadership

Development

Program, Global

Daikin

Leadership

Development

Program

Daikin fosters the next generation of senior management candidates through the Daikin

Leadership Development Program, which trains Daikin Industries, Ltd.'s executives, and the Global

Daikin Leadership Development Program, which is for local nationals who are managers at

Daikin's overseas bases. Centered on Our Group Philosophy and our "People-Centered

Management," the program turns out executives who can lead and manage their company for

the common good of the entire Daikin Group. 

As of fiscal 2020, the cumulative number of participants reached 253 in the Daikin Leadership

Development Program and 191 in the Global Daikin Leadership Development Program.
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Global Daikin Leadership Development Program
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Fostering Monotsukuri Human Resources

Focus on Excellent Skilled Engineers Conveying Techniques to Overseas Bases and the Training of

Advanced Skilled Engineers

Daikin fosters human resources capable of passing on the skills that are the foundation of our

monotsukuri. Daikin has set a goal of having 1 in 4 employees working in production worldwide be an

excellent skilled engineer or an advanced skilled engineer, both of whom possess advanced skills and

knowledge and leadership abilities. At Daikin in Japan in fiscal 2020, this rate was 1 in 3.3. As our

business expands globally, we are stepping up our worldwide training.

Daikin Industries, Ltd. introduced a system to pass on advanced skills to young workers. This system

ensures that we give the next generation of technical leaders the advanced skills that form the

foundation of manufacturing. 

In the air conditioning divisions, workers with advanced skills are designated as "Takumi" after

demonstrating their mastery in the areas of brazing, lathing, sheet metal working, arc welding, die

making, and tooling. 

The chemicals divisions have a system to designate Experts, who pass their advanced skills on to others.

These Takumi and Experts teach their skills at Daikin bases worldwide, thus fostering future engineers

and technical leaders.

In April 2010, we established a new trainer system to foster future Takumi and Experts and thus make

up for a shortage of their numbers. 

In fiscal 2017 in the chemicals divisions, we added chemical operation trainers. These Takumi, Experts,

and Trainers go on to become instructors who teach selected employees in periodic skills training held at

production bases around the world.

As of the end of fiscal 2020, there were 34 Takumi and 130 Trainers (39 in Japan, 91 at overseas bases) in

the air conditioning divisions. The chemicals divisions had 10 Experts and 10 Trainers (six in Japan, four

at overseas bases).
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Skills Competition

Skills Competitions and Skills Training Boost Level of Production Workers

Once every two years, the Global Skills Competition for Daikin's worldwide production bases is held

with the aim of boosting the skills of employees in manufacturing. In addition to practical skills such

as assembly and disassembly, participants take written tests that confirm their knowledge about

dealing appropriately with workplace accidents.

In years when there are no skills competition held, we hold skills training sessions for future leaders.

At these sessions, Takumi, Experts, and Trainers are the instructors, teaching employees selected from

production bases around the world the Daikin way of training people and making products.

In fiscal 2020, the Skills Competition was cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, mini

competitions were held at each plant in Sakai, Shiga, and Yodogawa, as well as at each overseas

base. From the air conditioning divisions, there were 13 employees from production bases in Japan

and 13 from overseas. From the chemicals divisions, three employees from production bases in Japan

and two overseas participated, learning about the basics of chemical engineering using simulators

(distillation, material balance, and heat balance).

Skills workshops are also held at overseas group companies and among companies in certain world

regions. Participants at each Daikin base share information such as how well skills are being passed

down, problems, and goals, as part of the overall effort in the Daikin Group to foster human

resources possessing a high level of skills.
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*

Fostering Human Resources in the AI Field

Daikin Information and Communications Technology College

Daikin Information and Communications Technology College was established to foster human resources

in the digital fields* to meet the rapidly changing structures of industry and society. 

The college invites professors from universities such as Osaka University and leading-edge research

institutes to give a wide range of courses in everything from basics such as math to programming,

machine learning, and applied AI. 

We are accelerating the pace at which we foster managers and existing and new employees and have

set a goal of completing digital training for 1,000 employees by the end of fiscal 2021 and 1,500 by the

end of fiscal 2023. 

In April 2020, the first group of graduates who have completed the two-year training were assigned to

their respective divisions, and began undertaking jobs on the themes of creating new businesses and

streamlining business processes using digital technology at the core.

We aim to train innovators in digital technology and AI who are capable of putting their specialized knowledge into

action as well as inspiring others around them to do the same.
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Activity details

Related information

Key Activities of Fiscal 2019: Human Resources—Daikin's Unique Approach to Developing AI and

IoT Human Resources for Driving Innovation

Name Objective Details

Fostering Digital

Human Resources

Among Newly

Hired Employees

Fosters specialist human resources in digital

solutions unique to Daikin who understand

technology in air conditioning and chemicals,

etc.

[First year]  

AI knowledge (using AI technologies from

Osaka University), real data analysis using AI,

IoT knowledge, business division knowledge

and business model, etc. 

[Second year]  

Project-based learning (PBL using frontline

data)

AI Technology

Development

Fosters human resources who can externally

outsource development using AI

technologies and AI development

AI knowledge (using AI technologies from

Osaka University),

Project-based learning (PBL using frontline

data)

System

Development

Fosters human resources who can externally

outsource systems development and

development of systems needed for

introducing AI to existing systems

System development project management

training

On the job training (system development

exercising using internal data)

AI Utilization for

Managers
Fostering managers and leaders that play the

role in data utilization strategy

Fundamentals of data utilization (AI

literacy, AI business knowledge training)

On the job training in data utilization

(training on AI-themed planning and

implementation)

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/feature2019/04.html) 
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Fostering Young Engineers and Technicians

Experienced Workers Pass On Techniques and Skills

Since 1994, Daikin Industries, Ltd. has worked to boost the level of its manufacturing by having a Kaizen

Team of experienced workers lead training for young employees in the production division.

Activity at Each Division

Safety, Quality, Cost, Delivery, and Environment

  Purpose

The air

conditioning

divisions

During the four-to-six-month training, each young employee is led by two or three

experienced workers. Participants get practical work in the main aims of the particular

session, taking classroom lectures in subjects like electrical circuitry, as well as applied

learning in sheet metal working, arc welding, and circuitry. This fosters human

resources that can quickly take on actual tasks in improvement and maintenance on

the production frontline.

<Number of participants having had the practical training led by experienced workers

(cumulative total as of fiscal 2020)>

Sakai Plant: Cumulative total of 183 people

Shiga Plant: Cumulative total of 134 people

The

chemicals

divisions

Learn the fundamental tasks and skills to detect abnormalities and modulations at

chemical plants, as well as fostering human resources for improving SQCDE* at

chemical plants
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Fostering Service Engineers

We have established an essential knowledge and skills training system for improving service

quality.

At Daikin, we are conducting training of service engineers who are responsible for the maintenance of

products. We conduct basic training on air conditioner service quality for service engineers, as well as

various training and qualification acquisition training for each level and position type.

Related information

Essential knowledge and skills training system developed for improving service quality

(Increasing Satisfaction with Services) (Customer Satisfaction)

Fostering Students in Science and Technology

Supporting Development and Employment of Science and Technology Students in Emerging

Countries

Daikin is focused on development and employment assistance for science and technology students

particularly in emerging countries in order to foster engineers critical to the spread of air conditioning

around the world.

Related information

Efforts Overseas (Supporting Education)

(Page 312) 

(Page 508) 
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Human Resources

WORKPLACE DIVERSITY

Basic Policy

Daikin believes it is our people who make us competitive. A company can only grow stronger by having

a diverse range of employees working within an organization that is conducive to mutual

understanding of one another's distinct values and that allows everyone to shoot for a lofty goal. 

Our Group Conduct Guidelines state that while respecting diverse values and approaches to work, we

shall mutually accept our respective differences, act in harmony, gather the abilities we possess, and

strive to be a Group in which each member expresses his or her ambitions and then takes bold actions

with great passion and perseverance to realize those ambitions.

Group Conduct Guidelines

10. Respect for Human Rights and Diversity

We shall respect the human rights of each and every employee and shall not engage in conduct

that discriminates on the basis of nationality, race, ethnicity, religion, color of skin, age, gender,

sexual orientation, or disability. Diversity in individual values is enthusiastically accepted, and we

shall work to make the unique talents and abilities of each and every person the driving force of

the organization.

Based on this philosophy, we strive for diverse management in which we make the most of the talents

of all people, regardless of their nationalities, ages, genders, sexual orientation, gender identity, or

disability. This goes for both periodically hired employees and career hires.

Daikin is fundamentally committed to local employment. The Daikin Group's employee make-up is

becoming increasingly diverse, with a greater number of non-Japanese and women in our ranks.
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*

Note:

*

Employee Composition (Data for Daikin Industries, Ltd.)*

Includes employees on loan.

Figures as of fiscal year-end.

Employee Make-up by Region*

Figures as of fiscal year-end.

2019 2020

Men Women Men Women

Number of employees 7,352 1,440 7,458 1,527

Average range of services (years) 16.9 11.0 16.8 10.9

Average age 42.4 35.2 42.4 35.2

Number of managers 1,100 63 1,110 71

Number of board members 48 1 52 1

Number of foreign nationals 62 31 64 33

2019 2020

Number of

companies

Number of

employees

Number of

companies

Number of

employees

Daikin Industries, Ltd. (Only) 1 7,499 1 7,732

Domestic Group (Excluding Daikin

Industries, Ltd.)
29 5,380 30 5,586

U.S. 58 17,497 61 19,812

China 36 18,996 33 19,360

Europe 78 9,407 75 9,947

Asia,Oceania 51 16,456 54 17,367

Others (Latin America,Middle

East,Africa, e.t.c)
61 5,134 62 5,066

Total 314 80,369 316 84,870
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*

Number of Employees by Gender and Employment Rate of Women*

Figures as of fiscal year-end.

2019 2020

Man 58,229 61,046

Woman 22,140 23,824

Total 80,369 84,870

Women as % of all employees 28% 28%
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Maximizing the Talents of Women

Accelerating Efforts to Maximize the Talents of Women

Daikin Industries, Ltd. considers diversity management as one of the pillars that supports management

and has launched projects that are directly under top management since 2011 with a focus on

promoting women's participation and advancement at work. We have mainly expanded on efforts

including reinvention of the thinking of managers and female employees, early cultivation of female

leaders, support for early return from childcare leave, and encouragement of male employees to

participate in childcare.

For the early cultivation of female managers and leaders, we have been conducting ongoing training

for female leaders along with the sponsor and mentor system. In fiscal 2020, we newly launched

leadership training for mid-career female employees in providing an opportunity to modify their

thinking and action in order to spark their interest in becoming managers and leaders.  

As a result of these efforts, the number of female managers was 71 (6.0%) as of the end of fiscal 2020,

which marks an increase by about three times compared to 2011 at 20 (2.1%), when the efforts to

promote women's participation were officially launched.

We are expanding on programs to support balance between work and childcare, and above all, early

return strategies from childcare leave. At present, the number of people returning from under one year

of childcare leave is gradually increasing year on year. This population has grown from approximately

30% (9 employees, 32%) in 2011 to approximately 40% (33 employees, 40.8%) at the end of March

2021.

We are also promoting other programs to advance women's participation such as various trainings,

seminars, and exchange meetings.

For efforts such as these to support female employees looking to forge a career, in March 2021, we were

granted "Nadeshiko Brand" designation by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and the

Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) as a company that is exceptional in promoting women's success in the

workplace. This was the eighth time, and the seventh consecutive year.
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Nadeshiko Brand

We established a new action plan to promote women's advancement in fiscal 2020 based on the Act on

Promotion of Women's Participation and Advancement in the Workplace. We have set the following

quantitative goals.

One or more female director from internal hire by the end of fiscal 2025

Reach 120 or more female managers

Attain 90% or higher rate in taking childcare leave among both genders and 10 or more

consecutive days of leave on average for male employees
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Hiring Women

Increasing Percentage of Female Employees

As of the end of March 2021, women accounted for 17.0% (1,527) of all employees of Daikin Industries,

Ltd.

Starting in fiscal 2013, we began our proactive policy of hiring more women for technical and skills

positions. As a result, the percentage women hired accounted for more than 30% of all new employees

hired for the sixth consecutive year.

In fiscal 2015, we began collaborating with universities to hold lectures, round-table discussions, and

internships that would help prepare women for careers, and we stepped up efforts to hire more

women. We have hired 100 women a year through our recruitment with the target of having women

account for 17% of all employees as is the average for the entire manufacturing industry.

From 2018, we held internships for women studying sciences and roundtable discussions with employees

to provide opportunities for women to think about their careers together.

Number of Hires and Ratio of Women (Daikin Industries, Ltd. only)

Employees joining company on April 1
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Promoting Understanding of LGBT

Daikin aims to create workplaces conducive to working for all employees, regardless of things like

nationality and gender. 

Daikin Industries, Ltd. has clearly established definitions of human resource rules on marriage and

gender to recognize things like common-law marriage (including same sex partners) and gender

identity (what gender a person identifies himself or herself as). We are also promoting understanding of

the LGBT* community through holding training and releasing information via newsletters.

LGBT: An acronym for lesbian (L), gay (G), bisexual (B), and transgender (T).
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Promoting More Foreign Nationals

Promoting Local Employees to Managerial Positions at Overseas Bases, and to Officer Positions at

Daikin Industries, Ltd.

As Daikin's business globalizes, we are trying to globalize our management as well by promoting more

employees at overseas bases to managerial positions at their bases. We have the Global Daikin

Leadership Development Program for locally hired managers at worldwide bases in order to give them

the capabilities to run Daikin subsidiaries in their own countries.

As of the end of September in fiscal 2020, local nationals accounted for 42.9% of the presidents and

48.2% of the directors at overseas Daikin bases.

In addition, outstanding personnel hired at overseas bases are being chosen and trained for positions as

officers at Daikin Industries, Ltd. (Group head office).

Aggressively Hiring Non-Japanese Nationals

As Daikin's business becomes increasingly globalized, Daikin Industries, Ltd. is aggressively hiring

university graduates from countries such as India and China. 

As of the end of March 2021, there were 99 foreign nationals working at Daikin Industries, Ltd., an

indication of Daikin efforts to include a diverse range of nationalities in its ranks.

In October 2018, we published a Japan Living Guide containing information to facilitate the start of

their life and work in Japan for new hires and intern trainees of foreign nationality. In November 2018,

we published a handbook for workplaces with foreign national employees to facilitate communication

and provide hints about how to develop their careers. Also, we provide seminars, workshops, and

Japanese lessons for foreign national employees.

In November 2020, we conducted "Cross-cultural Management Training" for supervisors and leaders

whose unit consists of foreign national employees to instill knowledge on different values of people

from diverse backgrounds and points to keep in mind in order to accelerate training of their

subordinates. We will continuously implement various efforts, including following up individually with

each foreign national employee.
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Daikin Sunrise Settsu Co., Ltd. (DSS)

Employment of People with Disabilities

Hiring More People with Disabilities across the Entire Group

Based on the belief that the cumulative growth of all individuals leads to the Daikin's development, we

have faith in people's unlimited abilities, regardless if they have a disability or not, and we strive to

maximize their talents in becoming a corporate group in which employees can continue to work with

enthusiasm and pride.

In 1993, based on the Act on Employment Promotion etc. of Persons with Disabilities, Daikin Industries,

Ltd. established Daikin Sunrise Settsu Co., Ltd. (DSS), a cooperative venture with the Osaka Prefecture

and Settsu City governments. The company began with 16 employees with disabilities. 

In June 2018, a new DSS business premises was completed. 

DSS strives to provide these people with an environment conducive to working so that they have the

opportunity to make the most of their talents. 

For the Daikin Group in Japan, we have established a target to achieve an employment rate of persons

with disabilities of 2.5%, which exceeds the legally stipulated ratio of 2.3%.

We also strive to hire persons with disabilities not just at DSS but at Daikin Industries, Ltd. and Daikin

Group companies.

As of the end of fiscal 2020, 2.55% of workers in the Daikin Group are disabled, a percentage above the

legal requirement.
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*1

*2

Note:

Number of People with Disabilities Employed and Employment Rate 

(Group companies in Japan)

Legally, one severely disabled person employed is counted as two people with disabilities.

Disability employment rate = number of people with disabilities employed / number of full-time employees

Figures as of end of fiscal year

Daikin Overseas Bases Hire Disabled Workers

Daikin Air-conditioning (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. has been doing all it can to hire people with disabilities and

it currently has 50 disabled employees. In April 2014, the company was recognized by the government

as an occupational training base for people with disabilities. 

In November 2016, Shanghai Open University and Shanghai Education Television Station jointly hosted

an international conference at which employees of Daikin Air-conditioning (Shanghai) performed a

dance to "Flame of Youth." The performance was well received. 

These are just a few examples of how disabled employees at Daikin are taking the initiative to make

their mark in society.
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Re-employment of Retired Employees

Re-employing More than 100 Veteran Workers Each Year

Daikin Industries, Ltd. has been a pioneer in promoting employment of seniors as it sees the utilization

of experienced workers as an important theme with the ongoing declining birthrate and aging

population. We introduced the system for rehiring employees 60 years of age and older in 1991 which

keeps those who desire to work until age 63. In 2001, the age limit of this program was further raised to

65 years old.

Since the implementation of the program, we have rehired over 100 people each year, with 652 senior

employees in service in fiscal 2020. Thirty-one of these employees are working at overseas bases, where

they are passing on their outstanding skills and know-how.

In order to further promote participation by veteran workers, we once again amended the rehiring

system in April 2021, which enables employees to continue working until age 70 if desired. While the

Law Concerning Stabilization of Employment of Older Persons that was amended in April is obliging

companies to make an effort to employ workers up to age 70, we have taken a lead in the future

obligation to ensure employment opportunities up to age 70.  

Furthermore, we have revised the conventional compensation scheme to reflect better allocation of

wages and bonuses, as well as established four levels of bonuses resulting in our new evaluation system

that can reward employees in detail according to their results.

In addition, we also hire contract employees who are age 70 or above and possess highly specialized

know-how, skills, expertise, network connection, and experience, and who carry on duties that are

difficult to replace by others.

We recognize that as our business expands globally, we must take on challenges under many themes as

a unity between young, mid-career, and veteran employees. We strive to continuously cultivate a

company culture that enables employees to thrive regardless of their age and harness the skills of our

veterans more than ever before in order to improve the organization's performance.

Number of Re-employed Workers and Rate of Re-employment 

(Daikin Industries, Ltd. only)
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Efforts in the hiring process

Daikin's Group Conduct Guidelines states we shall respect the human rights of each and every employee

and shall not engage in conduct that discriminates on the basis of nationality, race, ethnicity, religion,

color of skin, age, gender, sexual orientation, or disability. We are taking the same measures in our

hiring process to respect each individual's diversity and prevent discrimination. For example, Daikin

Industries, Ltd. has abolished the requirements for indicating gender and nationality as well as including

a portrait on the entry sheet and resume.
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Human Resources

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

Basic Policy

Daikin Group Conduct Guidelines state that we are constantly aware of and taking action on the safe

operation of our workplaces. To achieve this, we constantly strive to create a "zero accident" workplace

where Daikin employees and subcontract employees work safely, both for their own sake and to instill a

feeling of safety in the minds of residents around our factories.

Group Conduct Guidelines

9. Ensuring the Safety of Operations

We shall take all possible precautions for safe operations and act with a mindset of "Safety First"

to ensure the safety of the workplace and further gain the trust of people in the regions we serve.
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Occupational Safety and Health Management Structure

Officer in Charge of Safety Leads Safety and Accident-Prevention Efforts

Daikin aims to maintain "zero accident" workplaces at all global production bases. An officer in charge

of safety is appointed to drive these efforts and comprehensively promote the safe operation of

production facilities throughout the Group.

To improve the level of safety throughout the entire Group, global safety and security meetings led by

the officer in charge of safety are held twice a year. These meetings report on the occurrence of

accidents in Japan and overseas (number and type of accidents, etc.), details of safety and security

meetings held in each region, status of support provided to overseas bases with a high frequency of

accidents, and the status of countermeasures against common issues globally. Discussions are also held

on ways of further improving the level of safety. 

Major safety issues or concerns are reported promptly to the officer in charge of safety when

discovered, who then orders the department responsible for safety of the applicable base to rectify the

situation and implement countermeasures. In turn, solutions are rolled out to the entire Group.

In Japan, Occupational Safety and Health Committees are established at each plant jointly involving

labor and management to devise annual safety policies, formulate occupational safety and health plans

and implement the PDCA cycle. The committees, which meet monthly, are comprised of the health and

safety officer (head of each plant), safety manager, health manager, industrial physician, and

representatives from the company and labor union, in accordance with laws and regulations.

Overseas, employees responsible for safety are appointed at each production base and tasked with

promoting safety and accident prevention measures. Annual safety meetings are held in each region in

an attempt to improve the level of safety measures.
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Occupational Safety and Health Promotion Structure
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Fostering Safe Workplaces

To prevent the occurrence of occupational injuries, Daikin carries out safety countermeasures after each

base conducts risk assessments and identifies facilities that pose a high risk of injury. When an injury

occurs at a base either inside or outside of Japan, matters concerning the monthly occurrence, causes,

and countermeasures are reported to the officer in charge of safety via the department responsible for

safety at Daikin Industries, Ltd., pursuant to the Group's injury reporting guidelines. In turn, this

information is reported to and shared with the global safety and security meeting two times per year.

For example, regarding accidents involving forklifts and onsite vehicles, which had seen a rising number

of accidents globally, details of these accidents and countermeasures were shared by each base at the

global safety and security meeting, and now we are striving to prevent future accidents by installing

safety equipment on forklifts at each base and increasing workers' safety awareness through training. In

addition, we are making efforts to prevent occupational injuries by providing protective equipment,

translating procedures into local languages, conducting regular equipment maintenance and by making

helmets mandatory at overseas bases and taking other measures irrespective of legal requirements in

each country.

To foster greater safety awareness, every year in July (in conjunction with Nationwide Safety Week in

Japan) the CEO shares a message with the entire Group about the key initiatives for that particular fiscal

year. Also, every year, senior management, the officer in charge of safety and the department

responsible for safety visit bases in Japan and abroad to provide guidance for ensuring safety. We are

also working to improve awareness of safety by having the department responsible for safety collet

information on the occurrence of accidents in the Group monthly which is then shared with safety

managers at each base.
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Targets and Achievements

Aiming for "Zero Accident" Workplaces at All Production Facilities

Aiming for "zero accident" workplaces, Daikin utilizes a rate showing the frequency of occupational

accidents as an indicator of operational safety. The frequency rate of occupational accidents for the

entire Daikin Group in fiscal 2020 was 1.01. In fiscal 2020, there were zero fatal accidents for the entire

Daikin Group.

Frequency Rate*1 (Including group companies in Japan and overseas)

This shows the frequency of work-related accidents, expressed in number of casualties for every 1,000,000 working

hours. 

Frequency rate = Number of fatalities/injuries caused by work-related accidents / Total actual working hours ×

1,000,000

Calculated based on information from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (November 2019). 

No data was released for the U.S. in fiscal 2019. (As of the end of May 2020)

Severity Rate* (Including Group companies in Japan and overseas)

This shows the severity of the calamity, expressed in man-days lost per 1,000 hours worked. 

Severity rate = Total number of working days lost / Total actual working hours × 1,000
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*2

Occupational Illness Frequency Rate (OIFR)*1 (Daikin Industries, Ltd. only*2)

Occupational Illness Frequency Rate = (Number of Occupational Illnesses/Total Working Hours) x 1,000,000.

Daikin Industries, Ltd.'s Sakai Plant, Yodogawa Plant, Shiga Plant, and Kashima Plant

2017 2018 2019 2020

Occupational Illness Frequency Rate 0 0 0 0
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Occupational Safety and Health Management System

56 Bases Certified for OHSAS 18001 and Other Standards

Daikin has production bases around the world and we ensure safe plant operation and worker safety

through the creation of occupational safety and health management systems at each base, as well as

certification for international standards such as OHSAS 18001 at 56 bases.

Under this system, we use risk assessment to reduce and manage the risk of health and safety problems,

and we ensure that we are continuously in compliance with laws and regulations. In addition, every

year, we conduct internal and external audits, along with education and safety patrols with the aim of

achieving "zero accident" workplaces.

As of the end of fiscal 2020, 48 air conditioning manufacturing bases and eight chemical manufacturing

bases (approximately 50% of all manufacturing bases) had acquired certification related to OHSAS

18001 and other occupational safety and health management systems.

Number of Bases with Occupational Safety and Health Management System Certifications

Acquired by approximately 50% of all manufacturing bases

2020

Air Conditioning Chemicals Total

Japan 2 1 3

China 15 3 18

Asia and Oceania 12 0 12

Europe 17 3 20

Americas 2 1 3

Total 48 8 56*
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Employee Education and Training

Hands-On Training Raises Safety Awareness at Daikin Worldwide

Daikin conducts a variety of education and training on occupational safety and health. This applies to

everyone who works at Daikin, including employees (part-time employees and dispatched employees

included), business partners, partner companies, and contractors.

Daikin Industries Ltd. places an important focus on hands-on training that simulates situations where

certain actions or situations could invite danger. Using specially made devices and machines, employees

take part in hands-on mock training in which they experience what it is like to be caught in or trapped

by machinery in the equipment manufacturing industry, where such accidents are common; and where

they see firsthand the danger of fire and pressure caused by chemical reactions common in the

chemicals manufacturing industry. We continue to hold training based on effective programs that

combine with theoretical learning in the classroom.

Interactive training to heighten safety awareness

At our overseas bases, we seek to increase technical skill levels through participation in training in

Japan. We also aim for zero workplace accidents at overseas bases through efforts such as safety

education and safety patrols.

We also conduct training on occupational health and safety for our business partners, partner

companies, and contractors.

Related information

"Business Partners Contribute to Plant Safety" (Working Closely with Suppliers)

Report by business site

Details of initiatives at divisions

The air

conditioning

divisions

Raise awareness toward safety by holding hands-on safety training that fosters awareness through

experience

The

chemicals

divisions

Hold hands-on simulation-based training where an emergency shutdown is reenacted virtually

based on the expertise of professionals coupled with data from plant abnormalities in order to

train employees on how to respond.

Training for learning basic on-site operations before official job assignment at the training plant

that was converted from a suspended facility.

Programs are updated, including hands-on training, and training by video (Yodogawa Plant).

(Page 470) 

(https://www.daikin.com/csr/report/site_data/) 
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Stakeholder Engagement

Dialogue with Communities for Safer Plants

We have established venues for regular dialogue with local community members for safety plants in

order to provide added peace of mind to the people living around our plants.

Related information

"Building Trust with Communities" (Harmony with Communities—Strengthening Bonds)

(Page 510) 
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Employee Health Management

Supporting Employee Health through Checkups and Counseling

Daikin Industries, Ltd. strives to maintain employees' health by providing all employees with semi-

annual health checkups, as well as semi-annual special checkups for those engaged in specialized work,

as required by health and safety laws. In fiscal 2020, 99% of employees underwent checkups. 

Employees who are found to have problems are put under the direct guidance of the company health

clinic and are given thorough guidance in necessary measures to take. At such secondary checkups,

employees are given personalized health guidance and advice on improving their habits that matches

their individual lifestyles. Employees who require detailed examinations and treatment are sent monthly

follow-up emails as part of our efforts to decrease the number of people not getting the care they

need. 

Employees working excessive hours are checked by an industrial physician, and if the employee needs

special attention, he or she and his or her superior will receive guidance from the physician. At

interviews with industrial physicians, employees are given not just health advice but also consultation

regarding family life and other personal matters. 

From 2019, we increased the number of days per week that industrial physicians visit the company from

one to four times to develop an environment where employees have easy access to health consultations.

Employees' health management

Details of initiatives at plants

Sakai Plant
Properly implements health education and measures to prevent the spread of

infection among all employees, including prevention of COVID-19.

Shiga Plant

Promotes health initiatives, including the establishment of health

commendation system

Hosts Genki Festa as a venue for promoting employee health and

communications between workplaces

Conducts physical fitness test to extend working life

Yodogawa Plant
Conducts events such as health seminars for all employees as well as seminars

led by industrial physicians
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Percentage of Employees Taking Periodic Health Checkups (Daikin Industries, Ltd. only)

Percentage of Employees Requiring Health Guidance and Attention (Daikin Industries, Ltd. only)

Infection control for employees

Daikin makes efforts in infection control that prioritizes the health and safety of employees and

management of infection risks.  

In fiscal 2020, Daikin conducted regular disinfection and ensured thorough ventilation in offices in

ensuring the health and safety of its employees and their families in response to the spread of COVID-

19. At the same time, it strictly required employees to undergo temperature checks prior to entering the

workplace, wear masks, avoid closed spaces, and practice hand-washing and hand sanitization with

alcohol. In addition, Daikin encouraged working from home, time-shifted commute and time-shifted

work, and takes the utmost care when visiting clients for purposes of air conditioner repairs.

At overseas bases, Daikin took measures in line with the infection status and policies of each country

and region with the preservation of health and safety of its employees as the top priority.
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Mental Health

Awareness of Individuals and Organizations Dealing with Mental Health Issues and Provision of

Specialist Care

Daikin Industries, Ltd. strives to maintain the physical and mental health of employees. Based on

guidelines from the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, four types of mental healthcare measures,

such as self-care and care by dedicated outside staff, are planned and implemented at all bases

depending on the needs of each base.

For example, industrial physicians provide mental health checkups to employees who are transferred

and to newly hired employees after three months, as well as to employees whose questionnaires have

showed they are facing problems. There are also mental health lectures. In fiscal 2016, we began

conducting stress checkups at all Daikin bases in Japan. Persons judged to have a high risk of stress met

with industrial physicians so that their problems could be discovered early and solved through numerous

approaches such as self-care and work environment improvement.

Mental health care

Details of initiatives at plants

Sakai Plant

Early response in offering counseling to new hires and all employees with due

consideration for the risks of the spread of the COVID-19 infection, and

conducting new line care training for the management.

Shiga Plant

Conducted training on self-care with the purpose of enhancing the mental

toughness of the younger generation (3rd and 5th year employees).

Conducted training on line care for leaders and managers to look out for their

subordinates.

Conducted training on line care for all management personnel.

Provided self-care learning tools to all employees every two months for

utilization at work.

Yodogawa Plant
Published the mental care handbooks with information on how to handle

stress and perform self-checks.
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Shortening Working Hours

Eliminating Long Working Hours by Obligating Employees to Leave at Closing Time and Boosting

Work Efficiency

Daikin strives to comply with labor related laws and regulations in the countries and regions where it

operates and to eliminate prolonged working hours of employees, under the Group Conduct Guidelines

that state, "Respect for Human Rights and Diversity and Observance of Labor Laws."

Respect for Human Rights and Diversity and Observance of Labor Laws

We shall respect the human rights of each and every employee and shall not engage in conduct

that discriminates on the basis of nationality, race, ethnicity, religion, color of skin, age, gender,

sexual orientation, or disability. Diversity in individual values is enthusiastically accepted, and we

shall work to make the unique talents and abilities of each and every person the driving force of

the organization. We shall also observe both the letter and spirit of all labor laws and regulations

of each country and region, and under no circumstances shall we sanction the labor of underage

employees, minors who do not meet the minimum legal age requirements (child labor), or labor

performed under compulsion or against a person's will (forced labor).

For example, Daikin Industries, Ltd. strives to eliminate long working hours through measures such as

obligating employees to leave the office at closing time once a week and prohibiting employees from

coming to work on their days off (unless absolutely necessary and approved by the department head).

In this way, we are making a concerted effort to improve both work rule compliance and work

efficiency. Yearly plans are made for each employee's duties and working hours, and to ensure that

work and personnel management are in line with the plans, checklists are filled out to manage daily

work.

Furthermore, by implementing a planned 5-day paid work leave system and establishing 3 days of

general paid leave, we aim to promote respect for work-life balance and a more vibrant work

environment.
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Percentage of Employees Taking All Paid Leave (Daikin Industries, Ltd. only)

Average Hours of Overtime per Employee (Daikin Industries, Ltd. only)

Measures to reduce working hours

1. Daily management of operations

Self-checks and mutual-checks using checklists.

2. Raising awareness and changing company culture

Managers lead the way by not working on days off or late at night. Change from calculating

working hours by month to calculating by week in order to more quickly adjust work plans

and work load. Workplaces voluntarily establish their own rules regarding working for

especially long hours.

3. The 5 Rules

Ensure that employees leave work at closing time once a week. Nobody works on days off. Do

not allow employees to work excess hours. Do not make employees do unpaid overtime. Late

night work is prohibited. Each department sets its own maximum permitted work time.

4. Clarify management of operations

Implement a work attendance system.

5. Set goals to improve productivity and work efficiency in each division
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Human Resources

WORK-LIFE BALANCE

Basic Policy

Daikin Industries, Ltd. stresses a work life balance for employees. We have a range of systems and

measures that allow us to make use of a diverse range of human resources. 

The company has established an action plan that is already underway for helping employees both men

and women, with children continue both work and home duties with peace of mind. We have been

certified as a company complying with the Act on Advancement of Measures to Support Raising Next-

Generation Children. We have put efforts into strengthening systems for both childcare leave and

childcare support and encouraging male employees to take more childcare leave.

Helping Employees Match Work Schedule with Lifestyle

Employing Flexible Work Systems such as Flex Time and Discretionary Work System

To allow this diverse range of employees to work under flexible conditions and working hours, we use

the flex time system. We also have a discretionary work system that can be taken advantage of by not

just the R&D department but also by employees in other company departments conducting duties such

as planning, proposals, and surveys related to company operations.

Thanks to these efforts to give employees flexible working conditions and working hours, Daikin had an

employee turnover of just 3.7% (including mandatory retirement age employees) in fiscal 2020: this is

far below the average of 14.9% for all industries in Japan (according to a 2017 survey by Japan's

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare).

Number of Employees Leaving, Employee Turnover (Daikin Industries, Ltd. only)
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Support for Childcare While Working

Creating a Workplace Where Employees Can Balance Their Jobs and Childcare

Daikin Industries, Ltd. strives to create an environment where employees can continue their jobs even

after having children. 

Going forward, we will continue to help employees achieve an ideal balance of work and childcare

while also using their skills to the fullest.

Workplace environment development at Daikin Industries, Ltd.

  Details Targets

Since 2012:

We are conducting seminars to provide a place where

participants can share thoughts and know-how that will

help them work in a way that contributes to the

workplace while also maintaining a work-life balance,

and where they can think about how to build a long-

term career.

For employees returning from

childcare leave

For their supervisors

Since 2013:

We began providing full support of outside specialists to

employees searching for daycare facilities for their

children.

For employees taking childcare leave

following childbirth

Since 2016:

Daikin introduced a work-at-home system to give

employees the chance to work at home yet still continue

to take on the challenges of their jobs. This system

provides three options: full-time employees can work up

to once a week at home; employees returning to the

workplace less than six months after starting childcare

leave can work up to four times a week at home; and

employees can have more freedom in choosing when

and where they work. This system was established to

help workers making an early return to work from

childcare leave. It is used in the case when employees

must make an early return to the company due to

pressing work. There is a growing trend for users each

year.

For employees with children.

Since 2017:

In response to growing number of children on waiting

lists to enter daycare centers, and cases of children

unable to enter daycare centers smoothly at a desired

timing due to the lack of knowledge or information

about searching for daycare seen in each city, we began

giving Daycare and Childcare Leave Support Seminars to

provide information on finding daycare and how to

make the most of life while on childcare leave.

For employees planning to take

childcare leave (for at least two

months, including maternity leave)

and partner of a marriage between

coworkers
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Details Targets

Since 2018:

The scope of attendees for the Daycare and Childcare

Leave Support Seminars was expanded as work and

childcare wouldn't be possible without the collaboration

between partners (spouses) in dual-income families.

Employees returning from childcare

leave

Their supervisors

Partner of a returnee from childcare

leave

Since 2020:

We introduced a system to match people who cannot

return to work because they do not have daycare with

company-owned daycares* with an opening, in an effort

to further facilitate the return to work from childcare

leave.

Company-owned daycare refers to a daycare facility

built and operated with subsidies from the national

government in order to provide flexible daycare

services based on the work styles of a company's

employees or to be set up and used jointly among

companies in the community

Employees returning to work from

childcare leave

We offer Daycare and Childcare Leave Support Seminars

in an effort to strengthen measures to prevent childbirth

and childcare from being an end of a career. Due to the

COVID-19 crisis, the seminar was conducted connecting

the headquarters with each business base online,

through a hybrid of both in-person assembly and online

meeting. In order to cultivate the culture of balancing

work and childcare regardless of gender, the scope of

attendees was expanded. In addition to including

partners in attendance since 2018, we have invited the

partners' supervisors to also attend starting 2020.

Employees returning to work from

childcare leave

Their supervisors

Partner of an employee returning to

work from childcare leave

Supervisor of each partner
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93.40% of Male Employees Take Childcare Leave

Daikin Industries, Ltd. encourages male employees to take extended leave for childcare and aims to

create a work environment in which male employees feel comfortable taking childcare leave.

In 2016, we launched a policy to recommend that all male employees with a recently born child take at

least five days of childcare leave.

Also, the Handbook on Balancing Work and Childcare published in 2019 included a section for male

employees. This handbook is given out to all male employees whose spouse gave birth.

Measures:

1. Sending of documents for a system in support of childcare leave and the balancing of work and

childcare.

2. Dialogue between male employees and their bosses and clarification of planned dates of childcare

leave.

3. HR division confirms leave dates and whether employees are taking childcare leave.

As a result of these efforts, 93.40% of male employees took childcare leave in fiscal 2020. We will

continue to encourage men to take part in childcare as well as create an environment where both men

and women balance their jobs and family duties.

Number of Employees Taking Childcare Leave* (Daikin Industries, Ltd. only)

Number of employees taking childcare leave each fiscal year

Daikin Industries, Ltd. achieved the targets of its first action plan based on the Act on Advancement of

Measures to Support Raising Next-Generation Children. For this, the company was certified by the Osaka

Labour Bureau (Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare).

Symbol Showing Certification as a 

Company Supporting Employees  

Childcare Efforts
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Support for Family Care and other Employee Benefit Systems

Family Care Leave and Shortened Working Hours

In fiscal 2020, as a result of the amendment to the Child Care and Family Care Leave Act, the internal

system was changed, which enabled family care leave to be taken in hourly units.

Under our family care leave system, employees can take leave up to a maximum of 365 days, which can

be taken continuously or broken up into numerous leave blocks. Under this system, we have also

increased from one to three times the number of leave blocks that can be taken for each time that

member's condition becomes such as to require care.

With our system for adjustment of working hours for family care (under which employees can opt to

work a staggered or flexible work schedule, or a shorter six-hours-per-day schedule), for each family

member who requires care, employees can break their use of this system into two or more times over a

period of three years starting from initial use of this system. (This is in addition to days taken under the

family care leave system.) And under our short family care leave, employees can now take leave in

hourly units.

Number Taking Family Care Leave (Daikin Industries, Ltd. only)

Other Employee Benefit Systems (some are abridged)

Pension Defined contribution pension

Paid

leave

Seniors' leaves system
The employee gets three days of paid leave between the

month the employee turns 55 and retirement age.

Participation in Japan

Overseas Cooperation

Volunteers

Employees may be allowed to take time off work for this.
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Human Resources

EMPLOYEE EVALUATION AND TREATMENT

Basic Policy

Daikin offers "fairness of opportunity and reward": a workplace where employees are rewarded for

putting their motivation to work and taking every opportunity for success.

Employee Evaluation and Treatment

Aiming for a Fair Evaluation and Compensation Structure

In fiscal 2001, Daikin Industries, Ltd. eliminated standardized wage scales based on age and seniority,

along with uniform pay raises. Instead, we switched to a compensation system that rewards

performance, not age or seniority.

Our performance evaluation focuses on how well employees improve their abilities. This evaluation also

looks at job results in three categories called achievements, challenging spirit, and growth. To ensure

even greater fairness of evaluation, managers evaluate their staff only after consulting with other

managers. Employees are also evaluated based on their level of contribution to company successes and

to the organization as a whole. In 2002, this compensation system was extended to include Daikin

Group companies in Japan.

In addition, we have begun formulating a global, Group-wide human resources policy that includes

evaluation and compensation in aiming to implement personnel measures that promote the desire to

work and a sense of job satisfaction for all employees throughout the entire Group.
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Job Placement and Transfer

Creating Opportunities to Understand Employee Circumstances

Whenever possible, Daikin Industries, Ltd. asks new employees where they want to work and if possible

assigns them to the departments and sections of their choice. If new employees cannot be placed in the

department or section of their desire due to personal aptitude and company needs, we do all we can to

gain their understanding.

Every year, employees fill out their own record of work, which includes a column for free comments

about health, family, and job positions desired. When we consider transferring an employee, we look at

these comments and talk to them in efforts to ensure, whenever possible, that their job desires and

spirit of challenge is reflected in the posts they are assigned to. For employees who wish to work

overseas, we have established a practical training system to support employees in foreign positions.

We will continue to build rewarding workplaces for our employees by matching their dreams and goals

with those of Daikin.
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Human Resources

LABOR MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

Basic Policy

Daikin Industries, Ltd. believes that cooperative labor management relations are the foundation of

company management. We therefore place the utmost emphasis on equality of labor and management,

as well as mutual trust between both sides. Our stance has, and always will be, to face the truth in

solving all problems, and to speak frankly and draw clear lines between what is and what is not

possible.

Except for managers and some contract employees, 87% of those at Daikin Industries, Ltd. are union

members. The company holds frank discussions with the labor union. As soon as business plans are

clarified, management holds a meeting where it explains these plans to the labor union. In fiscal 2020,

there were 12 such meetings held at the head office. Participants discussed topics including how to

improve workplace structure and motivation, make work more rewarding, and tackle management

issues.

Employee working conditions and status are matters discussed between labor and management, with

results of these discussions promptly reported to employees of the various divisions.

Respecting the Rights of Workers

Specification in Work Regulations and Agreements and Publicizing of Respect for Workers Rights

At Daikin Industries, Ltd., we believe that the company should respect its employees as individuals and

strive to improve their welfare, and that employees should fulfill their duties as workers. The principle

of respect for the rights of the worker is specified in work regulations and labor agreements.

To ensure understanding of workers' rights, we give a thorough explanation of the work regulations

and labor agreement to new employees when they join the company, and the labor union also conducts

similar education of employees.
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Dialogue with Employees

Hearings for Employees to Improve Working Conditions

Daikin Industries, Ltd. has about 10 hearings a year with at least 3% of its employees (approximately

240 employees). Salary negotiations are held between labor and management with consideration for

factors including company performance, operational issues, world trends, and the work of the labor

union. Interviewing each employee based on these factors results in that person receiving a salary that

both sides agree is fair under the circumstances.

Besides salary, employees are also given hearings when there are matters to report from the company,

such as new fiscal year policies, budget and performance reports, and a message from the president at

bonus time. Other ways that we hold dialogue with employees include meetings between managers

and their workers during announcement of annual targets and employee evaluations. Listening to frank

employee opinions ensures that we can continuously improve labor-management relations.
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